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Godsoe, Benjamin

From: Shores, Kelly
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2020 3:28 PM
To: Godsoe, Benjamin; Carr, Tim
Subject: FW: Apex Dlean Energy Wind Project Concerns (January 9, 2020 informational meeting)
Attachments: Downeast Wind Project January 9, 2020 meeting.docx

I think this is a public comment you may be interested in. 
 
Thanks! 
Kelly 
 
Kelly M. Shores 
Environmental Specialist II 
Land Use Planning Commission 
Department of Agriculture, Conservation & Forestry 
 
106 Hogan Road; Suite 8 
Bangor, ME 04401 
(207)592‐4448 
 
‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: ssmills@myfairpoint.net <ssmills@myfairpoint.net>  
Sent: Wednesday, January 8, 2020 3:24 PM 
To: commissionergardner@washingtoncountymaine.com; commissionercassidy@washingtoncountymaine.com; 
commissionercrowley@washingtoncountymaine.com 
Cc: n.stabbins@maine.gov; Shores, Kelly <Kelly.Shores@maine.gov>; Moore, Marianne 
<marianne.moore@legislature.maine.gov>; ssmills@myfairpoint.net 
Subject: Apex Dlean Energy Wind Project Concerns (January 9, 2020 informational meeting) 
 
EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
 
Dear Washington County Board of Commissioners: 
 
Thank you for your time and consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 
Susan Mills 
PO Box 26 
Jonesport ME 04649 
 
Schoodic Lake Camp Owner 
Washington County and TS 18 Taxpayer 



January 6, 2020 
 
 
Chris Gardner, Chairman, Washington County Commissioners 
Vinton Cassidy, Commissioner 
John Crowley, Commissioner 
 
Re Concerns:  Apex Clean Energy Wind Project 
 
My name is Susan Mills and I am 67 years old.  I have been going to Schoodic Lake since 
birth. In the early 50s, my father, Robert Smith and his cousin, Lewis Kirby approached 
then owner Homer Worcester.  Mr. Worcester owned land on the northern side of the lake 
and was asked if he would be willing to lease lots for the purpose of private camps.  He 
agreed and thus began the process of the population of Schoodic Lake.  An annual lease 
was paid until the opportunity arose for campers to buy their land.  Because of the nature 
of this population, most of the campers in these approximately 77 camps were and still are 
related or friends.  I currently own the camp that belonged to my grandparents as well as 
share ownership with my three siblings for my deceased parent’s camp.  My oldest son 
owns the camp that belonged to my aunt and uncle.  I tell you this to hopefully give you 
some idea as to how embedded in this property we all are.  It is our childhood, our 
memories and today, still our paradise.  The lake is occupied beginning in April and 
ending in October, but November through March visited often by campers for fishing, 
hunting and day trips.  Although we pay our taxes to the State of Maine because that part 
of the lake is in Township 18, a majority of the camp owners are residents of Washington 
County.  We elected you to represent us and ask that you do your due diligence before 
Downeast Wind is allowed to proceed, for us and for the many owners around the lake in 
the towns of Cherryfield and Columbia Falls. 
 
In 2018, then Governor Paul LePage issued a moratorium halting permits for new wind-
turbine projects.  Now Governor Janet Mills overturned the moratorium stating, “It is time 
for Maine to send a positive signal to renewable energy investors and innovators:  We 
welcome you”, there still remain many unanswered questions as to the impact these 
turbines have on the environment, wildlife and humans.  At that time a DEP spokesman 
said her order would allow the state to “conduct a transparent vetting of all wind projects, 
onshore and offshore, to ensure they respect Maine communities and our environment 
while helping to reduce our reliance on fossil fuels.”  Apex states they have worked with 
local camp owners.  They have contacted only those whose land might be of value to them.  
Each camp owners should have been notified in writing with full disclosure up front.  I 
fear that our hasty efforts to embrace renewable energy has the potential to ruin an area 
near and dear to me and I am extremely upset that we were not informed of our options.  I 
am requesting as a tax payer to Washington County and the State of Maine clear 



instructions of steps available to camp/land owners who wish to delay this project for more 
unbiased information and stop the project if these concerns are not addressed sufficiently. 
 
This is a lot for a layperson to wrap their head around.  I have read studies and reports, 
listened to lectures, turbine pros and cons and testimonials and have the following 
concerns as they relate to me and my family. 
 
We work hard and look forward to spending as much time at Schoodic as possible during 
our down time.  Now we lay on the beach and look at a pristine landscape with lake and 
the hills beyond.  You would ask us to think it is okay to accept that backdrop will now 
consist of 15 wind turbines over 600 feet tall with another 15 behind us when we look in 
the other direction. 
I would question if Maine’s nuisance law comes into play.    A nuisance is defined as, “a 
condition that substantially interferes with the use and enjoyment of land by causing 
unreasonable discomfort or annoyance to persons of ordinary sensibilities.”  Generally, 
nuisance lawsuits involve invasion of a plaintiff’s property by light, sound, odor, 
something that distracts from the natural scenery, can be injurious to the comfort and 
happiness of individuals and the public, injurious to property rights and value or other 
foreign substance.   
 
We travel eight miles of dirt road to get to our camps.  Those road conditions vary 
throughout the year from impassable to washed out to rutted to well graded.  The 
necessary road widening, additional roads, heavy equipment, parts transport, blasting, 
secondary path to carry power to existing lines to the grid, etc. will cause more than 
inconvenience to camp owners.  It will also cause safety problems and potentially add 
wear and tear to our vehicles. 
 
The turbine infrasound is an air born pressure wave that varies in frequency and time.  It 
may not be audible to most but doesn’t enter the body through the ears.  It travels through 
ground and penetrates buildings.  It enters the body through skin.  Although not heard, the 
body reacts to this air born pressure wave in a defensive manner.  It can result in 
respiratory issues (I already have Sarcoidosis), digestive problems, thickening blood vessel 
walls when the body fights back by building up collagen to combat against the barrage that 
we can’t even hear, fatigue, pericardium thickening which can lead to heart disease, 
anxiety and a host of other problems. 
 
The audible sounds of the gear box and the swooshing of the blades can cause anxiety, 
mood swings, lack of sleep and other associated problems.  The shadows and the sun glare 
from the blades effects some people as well.  It can go from a nuisance to actual health 
impact on people with inner ear problems, autism or epilepsy.  Without realizing it, you 
are getting a strobe light variation of light and shade.   
 



What about a fire hazard?  Schoodic Pond sits in a bowl and thunder and lightning storms 
have always been intense.  You can see numerous trees split as you walk around the lake 
from storms in the past.  In addition to numerous lightning rods in the form of turbines 
now being erected, they have gear boxes that build up and cause their own fires.  Although 
there have been 11 fires this year, there have only been two in Maine.  The camps at 
Schoodic are such that if one camp catches, most of the properties will burn.  So I guess 
those two for the State of Maine would be sufficient to completely wipe out our camps. 
People are concerned about our property values going down.  I have no intention of selling 
my camp.  It will go to my youngest son when I am done with it.  I am concerned of the 
value now...of my camp, my view and my quality of life!  There is no question that it will 
plummet substantially! 
 
How deep will the concrete footings have to be to support these massive turbines?  What 
will that do to the stability of the area and the ground water quality from drainage?  As 
mentioned before, Schoodic is in a bowl and as such, any activity on the grounds above, 
eventually find their way to the watershed that supports Schoodic.  Schoodic feeds into the 
Narraguagus River which is a breeding ground for Atlantic salmon. 
 
We currently have eagles at our lake and several nests.  What happens to them? 
What happens to our loon population?  They nest at Schoodic and spend their days there, 
but at night they travel to area Horseshoe Pond and Pike Brook.  What impact with 
turbines have on that path? 
 
Turbines have changed the migratory corridor of birds and ducks.  How will these impact 
the Canada Geese that use our lake in the spring and fall?  Some birds will change their 
path to avoid the turbines, altering their natural habitat.   Small birds and bats don’t even 
need to hit the blades.  Because of the speed, they are killed simply by being too close to 
the downwash of the blades. 
 
The Downeast Wind turbines will be located a short distance from bodies of water 
classified by the Maine DEP as Class AA for their quality of water, remote scenic beauty 
and a habitat of relict strains of wild Atlantic salmon; the Pleasant River and Schoodic 
Brook, a tributary of the Narraguagus River. 
 
This project has the potential to impact the 7,000 acre peatland in the Town of Columbia 
and TS18 known as The Great Heath, home to rare animals such as the Upland Sandpiper.  
Rare plants include the Bog Bedstraw, Canada Mountain-rice grass and Jacobs Ladder. 
 
It is my understanding that no wind farm analysis exists to date that can show a wind farm 
has gone beyond an immediate benefit and has become a net or self-sustaining benefit for 
a host community.  The immediate benefit would be the payout to a few land owners and a 
small number of local people hired.  Usually, and Apex is no exception, local jobs are 



promised but they use their own people in the end.  Sales of food and gas increase in the 
area during construction but rarely more than that.  Energy generated goes into the grid, 
not to the house beside the turbine! 
 
What happens when the turbines are no longer viable and need to be decommissioned?  
They are abandoned and become more dangerous, more of an eye sore or they are 
dismantled and disposed of.  Because of the sheer size, the blades need to be cut to 
transport and to place in a landfill.  Turbine blades contain glass and toxic gas.  Who has 
the expense of this...taxpayers?  Although a percentage of the capital cost should be set 
aside for decommissioning, it is often insufficient. Let’s not pass over the fact that the 
blades contain toxic gas and glass.  What happens to these hazards if there is a breech in 
the integrity of the blade structure?  
 
I am for change and I am for improvement.  I am also against staggering blindly into the 
unknown.  The agenda-driven “facts” being supplied by Apex are designed to make 
everyone all warm and fuzzy about this project.  This is a great opportunity for the 
Washington County Commissioners to indeed represent their taxpayers.  There are too 
many unanswered questions as to the health concerns of this project.  For every study they 
cite, I can cite another with opposing view and historical data for proof.  It is time to do the 
responsible thing.  I have to have faith that you will do what we elected you to do.  
Sometimes the decisions are hard.  Come to Schoodic and visit with some of us.  Walk our 
property, sit on our docks and look and our view, breath our fresh air and listen to loons, 
whippoorwills and kids swimming.  You will see how precious this is to so many of us and 
how quickly it would be destroyed by Downeast Wind.  They are not “Downeast”; they are 
a Virginia-based company that needs to spend more time looking for an alternative area 
where many concerns would be eliminated.   Maine, and indeed Washington County has 
so much unpopulated land.  If this is truly a good idea, you can still bring this to 
Washington County but not at the expense of our quality of life. 
 
I thank you for your time and your consideration and I hope your continued due diligence 
in thoroughly vetting this process and the potential fallout. 
I will see you at the meeting on January 9th. 
 
Susan S Mills 
PO Box 26 
Jonesport ME 04649  
 
cc: Mark Stebbins, DEP Bureau of Land 
 Kelly Cyr, LUPC Environmental Specialist II 
 Marianne Moore, Senator/Washington County 
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Godsoe, Benjamin

From: Bolstridge, Karen
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2020 12:44 PM
To: Godsoe, Benjamin; Carr, Tim
Cc: East, Judith C
Subject: FW: Apex Downeast Wind project

Tim and Ben: I believe these comments go to your Apex Project. 
Thanks 

Karen E. Bolstridge 
Karen E. Bolstridge, Environmental Specialist III 
Maine Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Forestry 
Land Use Planning Commission 
106 Hogan Road; Suite 8 
Bangor, Maine 04401 
Phone: (207) 215-4685 
Fax: (207) 287-7439 
Email: karen.bolstridge@maine.gov 
 

From: Charles Robbins <68delta88@gmail.com>  
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2020 12:30 PM 
To: Bolstridge, Karen <Karen.Bolstridge@maine.gov>; East, Judith C <Judith.C.East@maine.gov> 
Subject: Apex Downeast Wind project 
 

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Washington County Commissioner 
85 Court Street 
Machias, Maine 04654 
 
Dear Washington County Commissioners, 
My name is Charles Robbins; I am a resident of Columbia Falls and have been affiliated with local groups such as the 
Pleasant River Fish & Game Conservation Association (PRFGCA) and the Downeast Salmon Federation (DSF) for over the 
past 30 years. 
I write in opposition to the placement of Apex Downeast Wind project in this section of Washington County which 
includes the Town of Columbia and the Unorganized Townships 18 and 24...and now TWP25MD.  
I attended the December 19th 2019 meeting held by Apex in the Town of Columbia with no opinion one way or the 
other. My impression from what I had heard previously was that the windmills would be placed along Pea Ridge. 
When I saw the tower locations encroaching on the Great Heath and my home river, the Pleasant, I became very 
alarmed. 
Here are my “Reasons for fully opposing the Apex Downeast Wind project: 
1. The Pineo Ridge Delta and “the Maine Ice Age Trail” 
A section of the Apex Downeast Wind complex will be located within an area recognized for its unique glacial features 
such as the Pineo Ridge Delta, 
http://www.colby.edu/geology/PineoRidge.html 
a large glacial marine delta with a meltwater stream channel. 
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This local tourist attraction, which is noted for the many varied glacial features and recognized by the State of Maine as 
the Ice Age Trail, would be visually and perhaps physically destroyed by the placement of towering windmills. 
https://iceagetrail.umaine.edu/ 
This Ice Age Trail extends from Cadillac Mt. north to Aurora and easterly along the coast to Eastport extending to Calais. 
The geographic glacial trail is of State of Maine significance and possibly national significance. This area is of National 
and State of Maine significance. 
2. The Epping East‐West Baseline 
http://www.cherryfieldhistorical.com/…/150th‐anniversary‐o…/ 
is a part of the historical geographic feature known as the Eastern Oblique Arc authorized by the US Congress in 1805 
and finally chosen in 1853. 
It was instrumental in mapping the east coast of the United States. 
The Epping Baseline was used to triangulate from hill to hill using the latest survey equipment for that period. 
Modern satellite survey technology proved the Epping baseline distance to be correct within a fraction of an inch. 
Still remaining is a square granite base marking the east end of the 5.5 mile‐long Surveying Baseline as well as the Epping 
Baseline Road. 
The baseline road is a historical landmark and would possibly be infringed or destroyed by wind power construction. This 
roadway is of State of Maine and National Significance. 
3. Pleasant River and Schoodic Brook 
https://www.mainelegislature.org/…/st…/38/title38sec467.html 
https://www.epa.gov/…/…/2014‐12/documents/mewqs‐mrsa‐467.pdf 
The Apex Downeast Wind towers will be located a short distance from bodies of water classified by the State of Maine 
Class AA for their quality of water, remote scenic beauty and as habitat of relict stains of wild Atlantic salmon which are 
listed as endangered species by the USFWS...and of national significance. 
Schoodic Brook is a tributary to the class AA Narraguagus River which is also an Atlantic salmon river. 
The 1983 “Pleasant River Management Plan” map of 1983 identifies areas of critical habitat for the endangered Atlantic 
salmon. 
Pleasant River and Schoodic Brook (cont.) P3/5 
The “Pleasant River Management Plan‐Draft” of 1983 identifies the critical fauna and flora as well as the abundant 
wildlife in the Pleasant River corridor. 
If built runoff from new roadways and tower pads could possibly contaminate the quality of these Class AA waterways. 
The watersheds of Pleasant River and Schoodic Brook are of State of Maine and National significance. 
4. The Great Heath 
https://www.maine.gov/…/focusarea/great_heath_focus_area.pdf 
https://www.maine.gov/dacf/mnap/reservesys/greatheath.htm 
https://www.topozone.com/…/washington‐…/swamp/great‐heath‐4/ 
The Apex Wind Towers have the potential to impact the 7000 acres of significant peatland in the Town of Columbia. 
Rare birds such as the Upland Sandpiper and the endangered anadromous Atlantic salmon can be found here. 
Rare and extremely rare plants in this protected area include the Bog Bedstraw, Canada Mountain rice‐grass and Jacobs 
Ladder which is found in two Maine town…both within the Great Heath! 
Rare and Exemplary Natural Communities include: the Domed Bog, Dwarf Shrub Bog, Leatherleaf Bog, Maritime 
Huckleberry Bog, Northern White Cedar Swamp, Sedge‐Heath Fern and Tall Grass Meadow. 
The Great Heath is of State of Maine significance. 
5. Schoodic Lake  
https://www.facebook.com/…/Schoodic‐Lake‐Washington‐County…/ 
The Apex Downeast Windfarm will impair the natural scenic beauty of many camp and property owners on and around 
Schoodic Lake. 
These camp owners have concerns over sound, vibration, creep and flicker…no camp owner who is there on the lake for 
their rest and relaxation should have to contend with the rays of the sun being continuously chopped into moving 
shadows. This is hypnotic and nauseous possibility is not acceptable. 
 
6. Birds and Bees 
Also to be considered and competently studies by unbiassed experts should be:  
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the honey bees both local and agricultural.The imporantance of honeybees cannot be overrated to the success of 
agriculte in Maine. Wind turbines may have an adverese affect and cause reduction in their populations. 
https://stopthesethings.com/tag/bees‐wind‐turbines/ 
The Apex Downest Wind project (no project/application number as of 1/15/20016) may also have advese affects on the 
migration of the Woodcock a well respected game bird.  Wind turbines may cause death or disruption to their migration 
routes  
https://www.woodcockmigration.org/migration.html  
7. The Unorganized Townships: TWP18MD, TWP24MD and TWP25MD Washington County 
Windpower development will forever change the remote unspoiled beauty of this presently unspoiled land. New roads, 
huge windmills and disrupted landscapes will change the characteristics of this land us locals have lved for many years 
and wish to share with as many future generations as we can. To have huge companies move into this part of Maine and 
disrupt the lifestyle we have chosen is totalyy unacceptable. I urge you commissioners to consider well what you will be 
giving up for the money you receive. 
Summary: 
I would suggest that this entire Apex Downeast Wind project be rejected for the following reasons: 
1. Disrution of The way of life for Schoodic Lake camp owners whose only desire is to relax      and enjoy the experience 
their families have for many generations. 
2. Disrution of Critical habitat 
3. Disrution of Rare and extremely rare fauna and flora 
4. Disrution of Maine’s unspoiled scenic beauty 
5. Diruption of Historic Landmarks and unspoiled remote regions of Maine. 
6. Disrution of Historic Glacial formations 
7. Disrution of the nationally protect endangered species of relict strains of wild Atlantic salmon…found only in 
Downeast Maine and of national significance. 
8.  Disrution of Remainig populations of honeybees  
9. Disrution of Populations of local as well as migrationg birds 
Washington County does not need the electricity, we do not need Apex’s money and we do not need 22,000 acres this 
remote, historic and scenic part of Maine destroyed for the sake of sending electricity to Boston and New York City. 
P5/5 
Respectfully submitted by, 
Charles W. Robbins MDOT, ret. 
Columbia Falls, Maine 04623 
207‐483‐4111 hm. ph: 
207‐598‐0546 cell 
68delta88@gmail.com 
 
COLBY.EDU 
Pineo Ridge Glacial Advance & Delta, Eastern Maine 
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March 4, 202A

Maine Department of Environmental Protection
17 State House Station
28 Tyson Dr
Augusta ME 04333-0017

Maine Land Use Planning Commission
22 State House Station
18 Elkins Ln
Augusta ME 03333

Re: Permit Request Submitted by APEX (dba Downeast Wind) for 30 Wind
Turbines to be Located in and around Columbia and TS 1B

As property owners and interested persons, we respectfully request material
related to this application(s). Additionally we request to be notified by direct
notice of public informational, pre-application and pre-submission meetings,
and public hearings. It is our intent to submit information to be considered.
We also request to receive the Commissioner's draft licensing decision at
least five (5) working days prior to the final action and recognize that written
comments may be submitted on that draft decision as well.

Thank you. This request is being made on behalf of the following impacted
persons and separate notification is expected

lHoward & Susan Mi!!s /Jason & Monique Mills
J PO Box 26 J 1565 Indian River Rd

Jonesport ME 44649 Jonesport ME A4649

i cla rv P" tr.in Mills lChristopher- & Pam Smith
I 

vrvr .r 5 br

t POB 85 J PO Box 356
-)onespoft ME 04649 Jonesport ME 04649

lTom & Carol Zack /Mark & Joanne Smith
rJ 84 Eastern Prom J +l+ Queen Anne Rd

Portland ME 04101 Harwich MA 02645
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TUPC.AUGUSTAMaine Depaftment of Environmental Protection
17 State House Station
28 Tyson Dr
Augusta ME 04333-0017

Maine Land Use Planning Commission
22 State House Station
1B Elkins Ln
Augusta F4E 03333

Re: Permit Request Submitted by APEX (dba Downeast
Located in and around Columbia and TS 18

Wind) for 30 Wind Turbines to be

As propefty Owneis and interesfed-persdRs; we respecttulty request materlal rclated to this
application(s). Additionally we request to be notified by direct notice of public informational,
pre-application and pre-submission meetings, and public hearings. It is our intent to submit
information to be considered. We also request to receive the Commissioner's draft licensing
decision at least five (5) working days prior to the final action and recognize that written
comments may be submitted on that draft decision as well.

Thank you. This request is being made on behalf of the following impacted persons and
separate notification is expected:

ff,obert & Angela Alley
rlr0z Ridge Rd

Addison ME 04606

TAbby Gibbs
J 101 Main St

Baileyville M E 04694

iRussell Gilden
Joze Meffiodist Rd

Westbrook ME 04092

Judith Smith
lzt56 Hemlock Rd

Eden NY 14059

Eiane Holubek-Beal
/pa Box L7o

Beals ME 04611

TThurman & Melanie Alley
J PO Box 139

Beals ME 04611

/ Darlene & Danny Stubbs
J 427 Poinr st

Addison ME 04606

r Katie & Russell Gillenj z+e Main Rd s
Hampden ME A4444

,Joan Door Cafter
/ Pa Box 242Y 

Machias ME 04654

r^j Tim & Sue Smith i
i 69 Birch Circle I

l* sicney ME 04330J

,Ttffany Pinkham Strout
v t2 Anderson Lane

Harrington ME 04643

Todd Davis
40 Garden Terrace Rd
Columbia Falls ME A4623

TNancy & Walter Merritt
'l zol Indian River Rd

Addison ME 04606

/Michael & Lynn Drisko
v 1Bg Tibbetts Town Rd

Cof umbia Falls ME 44623

/udy Farnsworth

Juelinda Soule
1256 US Highway
Columbia Falls ME

1

a4623

flnon"ft & Hazel nllefr
\ PO Box 263 I
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               Larry Balchen 

       PO Box 211, Jonesboro, ME 04648 

           lbalchen@mgemaine.com 

 

 

Ben Godsoe 

Land Use Planning Commission 

22 State House Station 

Augusta, ME 04333 

 

 

To the Chairman and members of the commission,   

 

   I am writing in opposition to the proposed wind 

tower array planned for Columbia and adjoining 

townships by Apex Clean Energy (dba; Downeast Wind) 

of Charlottesville, Virginia.  

 

 First, let me state that I'm not anti-wind power 

or anti-green energy. I fact, I care deeply about 

the environment and fully realize the importance of 

changing our energy habits. But I also care about 

downeast Maine, both as a place and a community. My 

objection to this project isn't to the technology 

that is involved, but rather its location in this 

area. 

 

 Washington and Eastern Hancock Counties, or as we 

call it "downeast", comprises the last 100 miles or 

so of relatively undeveloped land and shoreline, and 

is the only dark sky area on the entire eastern 

seaboard of the United States. After this, there is 

no more. 
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                REGIONAL IMPACT 

 

   The proposed Apex project with its centralized 

location will completely change the face of this 

entire region. Combined with their site elevations, 

the wind towers will rival the thousand foot tall 

US Navy Cutler radio towers in height, outnumber 

them, be significantly more visible, occupy a much 

larger area, and be in constant motion as opposed 

to the static radio towers. The relatively flat 

topography of the downeast region means that a 

feature on the land does not have to be very tall 

to be seen from a great distance. As an example, the 

lights of the wind tower arrays in the 

Aurora/Osborne area are already visible at night 

from Rt 1 in Jonesboro. Among many other places 

distant from the proposed tower sites, the array 

will be visible from numerous points along the 

recently established “Bold Coast Scenic Byway”. 

They will be sited along the Ice Age Trail, and the 

historic “Baseline” in the blueberry barrens of 

Columbia. They will surround and tower over the 

Great Heath, a recognized Natural Feature and Public 

Reserved land, also in Columbia. The entire array 

will be plainly visible from Rt. 1 in Jonesboro, as 

well as many prominent high elevations in 

neighboring Hancock County.  

 

                ECONOMIC IMPACT 

 

  We live in a totally unique area, and we have a 

one time only opportunity to preserve the natural 

beauty of the area while revitalizing our economy 

and turning around decades of population loss and 

economic decline. As information infrastructure 



improves, it becomes increasingly possible to work 

from remote locations. In fact, people are already 

starting to arrive here using that model, all the 

more so in light of the recent pandemic. Real estate 

sales and construction are booming. These people are 

drawn here by one thing and one thing only, the 

quality of rural life. To this demographic, that 

quality is defined by two things, community and the 

natural environment. Remove either of these 

components, and they will look elsewhere. We cannot 

afford that. We must attract younger people to the 

region if it is to survive. The downeast region has 

recently been proposed as a “National Heritage 

Area”, which isn’t likely to happen if we turn it 

into a rural version of northern New Jersey. Once 

in place, there’s no going back, the effect is 

permanent and irrevocable. 

 

  Further, we must keep in mind that tourism is the 

largest segment by far of the Maine economy. Mt. 

Desert Island is full to capacity every summer, the 

loop road at Schoodic Head has had to be closed due 

to traffic the past two 4th of Julys, reservations 

are needed for Baxter State Park, etc. It only stands 

to reason that with our many natural attractions 

we're next in line to benefit from this sector of 

the economy, but we never will if the very reason 

people come here no longer exists.  

 

  Clearly, the proposed project will generate some 

tax revenue for the town of Columbia and the county, 

while providing a handful of long term jobs. 

Unfortunately, the benefits of this revenue will  

likely be greatly offset by the damage it will do 

as a whole in the long term to an already fragile 



local economy. Already the blueberry industry is in 

decline, and the rapid warming of the Gulf of Maine 

is putting the lobster fishery in peril. What is left 

to us after that other than our scenery? Ours has 

always been a natural resource based economy, now 

our most marketable resource is the beauty of the 

area. We must protect that resource, or our very 

existence here is in peril. 

 

                  THE FUTURE 

 

 Downeast needs a vision and a plan for the future, 

one based on people, community, and business. The 

preservation of our environment and way of life are 

linchpins in that equation. The presence of large 

scale industrial power generation facilities and 

attendant infrastructure is not well suited to this 

vision, in fact, quite the opposite.  

 

  Let's make sure the "downeast" we hand down to 

future generations is not only as nice a place as 

we've had the privilege of living in, but a better 

one. 

 

           Respectfully yours, 

 

                   Larry Balchen 

 
   










